
 
 

RESPONSE TO COUNCILLOR QUESTIONS 
ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING   6 February 2019 
 
Councillor  Question Time – answers to questions taken on notice* 
 
 
Councillor Pearl asked if officers could explain what has changed to no longer allow 
the Emerald Hill book club to consume alcohol during their meetings at the Emerald 
Hill Library?     
 
(Cr Pearl) 
 
Response 
 
The brief background to this is that the various book club groups that meet across library 
branches (including Emerald Hill) were contacted via email in January 2019 and advised the 
following: 
 
“As we head into a new year, it seems a good time to make you all aware of a change that 
will potentially effect book club activities. 
So we have some consistency around how we manage programs, events and activities that 
take place in in library spaces, we will not be able to accommodate the consumption of 
alcohol at book club meetings held in library branches.   
This is primarily a risk management issue, and takes into account things like public liability 
and established procedures around the responsible service of alcohol. 
There is no intention to interfere with your continued your enjoyment of the book club 
experience as a social occasion. “ 
 
I understand that this message may have come as a surprise to some book club members.  
The prompt for the change was to respond to what had been a gap in our processes around 
how we would usually manage activity in library spaces, as well as an understanding of how 
some book clubs appeared to be operating while meeting in library spaces, (often out of 
regular hours), with the primary concern being the consumption of alcohol in library 
branches.  
 
Through some feedback from library branch team leaders late last year, we became aware 
that a bottle of wine or two had presumably become part of an established routine for a 
number of the book clubs, such as the group who meets at the Emerald Hill library. 
 
This raised a number of concerns. It is clearly stated in our Library Conditions of Entry that 
“Consumption of alcohol is not permitted on Library premises without the permission of 
Library staff”.  
Our usual practice is to not permit the consumption of alcohol in library buildings, (with the 
possible exception of an event such as a launch or program where it would be managed via 
established council process with venue assistants who are RSA certified, etc). 
 
The same principle is applied in City of Port Phillip community facilities, who note in their 
Terms and Conditions of Use: “Consumption of alcohol is not permitted on facility premises 
unless approved as part of the booking/hire arrangements and agreed to by Community 
Facility staff. Sale of liquor requires a limited licence from the Liquor Licencing Commission”. 
  
  



 
 

We have also had advice from Council Risk and Safety officers who shared our concerns 
around the potential of inherent risk, as libraries are not licensed venues, we have limited 
staff available at the times the clubs usually meet (early evenings), and if something were to 
go wrong for any reason, there isn’t necessarily a clear structure/policy etc in place that 
would adequately protect either Council or the public.   
 
Ideally there should be a level of consistency in how we manage public consumption of 
alcohol on council premises, including libraries (acknowledging exceptions such as the St 
Kilda Town Hall and venue management etc.)  
 
We would propose that, applying a requirement of RSA coverage for circumstances such as 
the book clubs could at least partly solve some of the inherent risk.  
Although it is primarily geared to a licensed venue context, RSA training also incorporates 
health and safety components.  
 
So we could consider asking that groups (ie book clubs) demonstrate compliance by a 
nominated “responsible adult” undertaking RSA training by a designated period (eg within six 
months), which may then cover both Council risk and the public safety issues etc.  
 
Also, for the sake of clarity and to avoid any similar scenarios, we are happy to update a 
simple framework that would apply to groups such as book clubs who meet in library spaces 
so that the conditions and expectations around use of the space are clearly agreed and 
understood. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Note: answers to any questions in Councillor Question Time which were answered at the 
meeting are included in the minutes of that meeting. 


